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Europa MEGA glove care system*

REVIVE: gloveglu MEGAgrip 120ml

25% stronger than gloveglu ORIGINAL
Revive your old gloves. Improve your new.
gloveglu enhances the grip of any goalkeeping glove
with its unique formula.
Can be applied before or during the game and is as
equally effective in wet or dry conditions.
Suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove palm.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Bottle size: 3 x 120ml SKU: 

The ultimate in glove care.
Follow our three step system - WASH. REFRESH. REVIVE. - and your gloves will last longer
and perform better.

WASH: glove wash & prepare 120ml

Enhance the performance and longevity of your
latex.
Removes dirt from the latex area of goalkeeping
gloves using the exclusive DirTECH formula which
lifts the dirt particles away from the latex,
improves the surface and prepares the gloves for
enhanced play and a longer glove life.
Recommend for use with gloveglu for enhanced
glove performance and grip.

REFRESH: glovefresh 120ml

Keep your gloves smelling fresh and odour free.
Due to its unique antibacterial formula,
glovefresh is guaranteed to remove all odours
caused by bacteria growing in your goalkeeping
gloves.
Unlike a perfume based spray that simply masks a
smell, glovefresh works directly on the odour
producing bacteria, eliminating them and the
unpleasant smell.
You can’t control how much your hands sweat...
but you can fight the smell!
Keep your gloves smelling fresh.
Neutralises smells and bad odours.
Kills germs and prevents infection.
Scientifically formulated to kill bacteria.
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900137: England

MEGAgrip Flag Bottles

PRODUCT DETAILS
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The ultimate planet friendly goalkeeper glove wash kit containing:

glove eco wash (250ml)

Biodegradable goalkeeper glove wash

An ECO-friendly glove wash that's kind to your gloves and the planet!

Using our unique plant-based formula glove eco wash penetrates the latex pores to remove
the dirt and grime and help your gloves last longer and perform better.

pH neutral, and manufactured from renewable resources, glove eco wash supports our
gloveglu green initiative  to continue to innovate, improve our products and make them as
sustainable as possible.

Keep 'Em Clean Sponge
A perfect way to clean your gloves and boots after a game.
Can be used to keep gloves and boots looking clean throughout their lifespan.
Recommended to use with KEEP 'EM CLEAN foama to ensure the best results all year round.

glove eco wash Kit

PRODUCT DETAILS

Microfibre Glove Towel
Perfect for on or off the field.
Can be used to keep gloves dry during match play or training, or to help dry your
gloves when used with glove wash & prepare.

SKU: 900228
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PRODUCT DETAILS

glove wash & prepare
Bottle size: 120ml
Bottle size: 250ml

SKU: 900442
SKU: 900444

Enhance the performance and longevity of your latex and keep your gloves clean and odour
free.

Removes dirt from the latex area of goalkeeping gloves using the exclusive DirTECH formula
which lifts the dirt particles away from the latex, improves the surface and prepares the
gloves for enhanced play and a longer glove life.

Recommended for use with gloveglu to enhance glove performance and grip.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Immediately after play, spray glove wash &
prepare onto the palm of each glove (spray 4-6
times).
Rub in the glove wash & prepare whilst wearing
the gloves.
Wash the gloves under warm running water and
continue to rub the palms together.
If the gloves are very dirty repeat the procedure.
Once the dirt has been removed, rinse the gloves
in warm water and squeeze the excess liquid out.
Allow to dry naturally, away from direct sunlight.

FEATURES:

120/250ml finger spray.
Suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove palm.
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KEEP 'EM CLEAN foama
SKU: 900446

Enhance the performance and longevity of your goalkeeper glove latex and your football
boot upper, with the scientifically formulated KEEP 'EM CLEAN foama.
Removes dirt using the exclusive DirTECH formula which lifts dirt particles away and
prepares for enhanced play and a longer life.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

200ml finger foam.
Immediately after play, pump KEEP 'EM CLEAN
foama onto the palm of each glove or the upper
and outsole of the boot.
Rub in the KEEP 'EM CLEAN foama - ideally using
the KEEP 'EM CLEAN sponge.
If the gloves or boots remain dirty, repeat the
process.
Once the dirt has been removed, rinse the gloves
or boots under warm water.
Remove any excess water and allow to dry
naturally, away from direct sunlight.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Bottle size: 200ml

FEATURES:

Premium wash for dirty boots and gloves.
Quick firing foam spray that easily covers
every part of your glove and football boot
upper.
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KEEP 'EM CLEAN sponge

FEATURES:

Super absorbent, quick drying sports
sponge.
Shaped specifically to ensure easy grip, to
get into the 'hard to reach' areas.
Lightweight & reusable.
Packaged with condensed materials to
lessen the carbon footprint on our entire
supply chain.

PRODUCT DETAILS

SKU: 500106

A perfect way to clean your gloves and boots after a game.
Can be used to keep gloves and boots looking clean throughout their lifespan.
Recommended to use with KEEP 'EM CLEAN foama to ensure the best results all year round.
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microfibre sports towel

FEATURES:

Super absorbent, quick drying sports towel.
40cm x 80cm.
Lightweight & reusable.
Compact fluo green towel with embossed gloveglu 'GRIPPING SPORTS STUFF' logo.

PRODUCT DETAILS

SKU: 500102

Perfect for on or off the field.
Can be used to keep gloves dry during match play or training, or to help dry your
gloves when used with glove wash & prepare.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Shake well before use.
Spray inside each glove 2-3 times
(or more if required).
Allow to dry.
Reapply as required.

glove fresh

PRODUCT DETAILS

SKU: 900503Bottle size: 120ml

Keep your gloves smelling fresh and odour free.
Due to its unique antibacterial formula, glovefresh is guaranteed to remove all
odours caused by bacteria growing in your goalkeeper gloves.
Formulated specifically for today’s goalkeeper gloves, glovefresh works directly
on the odour producing bacteria, thus eliminating both them and the
unpleasant smell.
You can’t control how much you sweat... but you can fight the smell!

FEATURES:

120ml finger spray.
Suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove
or, indeed, any sporting goods generally.
Keep your gloves smelling fresh.
Neutralises smells and bad odours.
Kills germs and prevents infection.
Scientifically formulated to kill bacteria
and improve overall hand health.
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STOP 'EM SMELLING spray

PRODUCT DETAILS

Bottle size: 250ml SKU: 600102

Not an odour cover-up. An odour eliminator for footwear and equipment.

STOP 'EM SMELLING organic odour control will help you love your footwear
again.
The self-activating organic enzymes within the spray break down sweat into
odour-free water and CO2. The process is 100% natural, hypo-allergenic, earth
and water friendly.

The more you sweat the harder it works!

Using the World’s only plant-based moisture management system, our organic
solution moves moisture away from your foot, reducing the chance of blisters,
and greatly reducing drying time

FEATURES:

250ml finger spray.
Can be used on any type of shoe such as
trainers and boots.
Can also be used on your gloves, bags and
more.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Shake well before use.
Spray as required on chosen
footwear or equipment.
Allow to dry.
Reapply as required.



PRODUCT DETAILS

FRESH 'N' DRY deodorizer

 
FEATURES:

Helps to keep unwanted odours in check
Filled with moisture absorbing bamboo
charcoal that works to keep your gear FRESH
'N' DRY.
Removes odours and prevents the build up of
mildew and bacteria. Ideal for sports gloves,
shoes, bags and more.

SKU: 500107

The perfect way to dry boots or gloves without direct heat.
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gloveglu original

PRODUCT DETAILS

The product that started it all back in 2012.

Designed and developed to work on any type of goalkeeping glove palm, in any condition,
to improve the grip.

gloveglu goalkeeper's unique formula gives you extra grip and confidence.

Can be applied before or during the game and is equally effective in wet or dry conditions.
Most commonly used on match or slightly worn gloves.

SKU: 900101

 
FEATURES:

120ml finger spray.
Suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove palm.
Most frequently used on match gloves.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Shake well before use.
Spray 2-3 times on each glove palm.
Rub palms together.
Allow to dry.
Reapply as required.

Bottle size: 120ml
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gloveglu MEGAgrip

PRODUCT DETAILS

Bottle size: 120ml SKU: 900103

25% stronger than the original for maximum grip revival.

Revive your old gloves. Improve your new.

Developed with the needs of goalkeepers in mind, gloveglu MEGAgrip enhances the grip of
any goalkeeping glove with its unique formula.

Can be applied before or during the game and is equally effective in wet or dry conditions.

 
FEATURES:

120ml finger spray.
Suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove palm.
Most frequently used on training gloves.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Shake well before use.
Spray 2-3 times on each glove palm.
Rub palms together.
Allow to dry.
Reapply as required.
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gloveglu AQUAgrip

PRODUCT DETAILS

Bottle size: 120ml SKU: 900106

 
FEATURES:

120ml finger spray.
Suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove palm.
Most frequently used on match gloves.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Shake well before use.
Spray 2-3 times on each glove palm.
Rub palms together.
Allow to dry.
Reapply as required.

gloveglu AQUAgrip has been formulated to enhance the grip of any goalkeeping gloves in
dry, but particularly, in wet weather conditions.It can be applied before or during the
game and is suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove palm.
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glove care system

REVIVE: gloveglu 120ml

Revive your old gloves. Improve your new.
gloveglu enhances the grip of any goalkeeping glove
with its unique formula.
Can be applied before or during the game and is as
equally effective in wet or dry conditions.
Suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove palm.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Bottle size: 3 x 120ml SKU: 900333

The ultimate in glove care.
Follow our three step system - WASH. REFRESH. REVIVE. - and your gloves will last longer
and perform better.

WASH: glove wash & prepare 120ml

Enhance the performance and longevity of your
latex.
Removes dirt from the latex area of goalkeeping
gloves using the exclusive DirTECH formula which
lifts the dirt particles away from the latex,
improves the surface and prepares the gloves for
enhanced play and a longer glove life.
Recommend for use with gloveglu for enhanced
glove performance and grip.

REFRESH: glovefresh 120ml

Keep your gloves smelling fresh and odour free.
Due to its unique antibacterial formula,
glovefresh is guaranteed to remove all odours
caused by bacteria growing in your goalkeeping
gloves.
Unlike a perfume based spray that simply masks a
smell, glovefresh works directly on the odour
producing bacteria, eliminating them and the
unpleasant smell.
You can’t control how much your hands sweat...
but you can fight the smell!
Keep your gloves smelling fresh.
Neutralises smells and bad odours.
Kills germs and prevents infection.
Scientifically formulated to kill bacteria.
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MEGA glove care system

REVIVE: gloveglu MEGAgrip 120ml

25% stronger than gloveglu ORIGINAL
Revive your old gloves. Improve your new.
gloveglu enhances the grip of any goalkeeping glove
with its unique formula.
Can be applied before or during the game and is as
equally effective in wet or dry conditions.
Suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove palm.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Bottle size: 3 x 120ml SKU: 900335

The ultimate in glove care.
Follow our three step system - WASH. REFRESH. REVIVE. - and your gloves will last longer
and perform better.

WASH: glove wash & prepare 120ml

Enhance the performance and longevity of your
latex.
Removes dirt from the latex area of goalkeeping
gloves using the exclusive DirTECH formula which
lifts the dirt particles away from the latex,
improves the surface and prepares the gloves for
enhanced play and a longer glove life.
Recommend for use with gloveglu for enhanced
glove performance and grip.

REFRESH: glovefresh 120ml

Keep your gloves smelling fresh and odour free.
Due to its unique antibacterial formula,
glovefresh is guaranteed to remove all odours
caused by bacteria growing in your goalkeeping
gloves.
Unlike a perfume based spray that simply masks a
smell, glovefresh works directly on the odour
producing bacteria, eliminating them and the
unpleasant smell.
You can’t control how much your hands sweat...
but you can fight the smell!
Keep your gloves smelling fresh.
Neutralises smells and bad odours.
Kills germs and prevents infection.
Scientifically formulated to kill bacteria.
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glove care essentials

PRODUCT DETAILS

gloveglu glove care essentials pack features all of your favourite gloveglu products in 50ml
bottles. 

The ideal pack for travel, for the game, or simply as an introduction to three of our core
products. Contains:

Bottle size: 3 x 50ml SKU: 900334

glove wash & prepare 50ml

Enhance the performance and longevity of your latex
with the scientifically formulated glove wash &
prepare. Removes dirt from the latex area of the
goalkeeping glove for enhanced play and longer life.

glovefresh 50ml

Keep your gloves smelling fresh and odour free.
glovefresh works directly on the odour producing
bacteria, eliminating them and the unpleasant smell.

gloveglu 50ml

Revive your old gloves. Improve your new.
gloveglu enhances the grip of any goalkeeping
glove with its unique formula.

Can be applied before or during the game and
is equally effective in wet or dry conditions.
Suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove
palm.
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glu 'n' wash

gloveglu 120ml:

Developed with the needs of goalkeepers in mind,
gloveglu goalkeeper formula enhances the grip of any
goalkeeper glove with its unique formula.

Can be applied before or during the game and is
equally effective in wet or dry conditions.

Suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove palm.

Many keepers use gloveglu to enhance the grip on
training gloves, whilst others simply apply in wet
conditions, at half time or whenever they feel extra
grip is required.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Bottle size: 1 x 120ml, 1 x 50ml SKU: 900222

A great combo pack featuring two of our top sellers:
1 x 120ml gloveglu and 1 x 50ml glove wash & prepare.
Enhance and improve the grip of your goalkeeper gloves with the original gloveglu goalkeeper
formula.
Keep your gloves clean and ensure that they continue to perform by regularly using the glove
wash & prepare.

wash & prepare 50ml:

Enhance the performance and
longevity of your latex.

Removes dirt from the latex area of
goalkeeping gloves using the exclusive
DirTech formula which lifts the dirt
particles away from the latex,
improves the surface, and prepares
the gloves for enhanced play and a
longer glove life
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gloveglu 50ml:

Developed with the needs of goalkeepers in
mind, gloveglu goalkeeper formula enhances
the grip of any goalkeeper glove with its
unique formula.

Can be applied before or during the game
and is equally effective in wet or dry
conditions. Suitable for any type of
goalkeeping glove palm.

Many keepers use gloveglu to enhance the
grip on training gloves whilst others simply
apply in wet conditions, at half time or
whenever they feel extra grip is required.

PRODUCT DETAILS

wash'n' glu
Bottle size: 1 x 120ml, 1 x 50ml SKU: 900223

A great combo pack featuring two of our top sellers:
1 x 120ml wash & prepare and 1 x 50ml gloveglu.
Keep your gloves clean and ensure that they continue to perform by regularly using the glove
wash & prepare.
Enhance and improve the grip of your goalkeeper gloves with the original gloveglu goalkeeper
formula.

wash & prepare 120ml:

Enhance the performance and longevity of your
latex.
Removes dirt from the latex area of goalkeeping
gloves using the exclusive DirTech formula which lifts
the dirt particles away from the latex, improves the
surface, and prepares the gloves for enhanced play
and a longer glove life.
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glovefresh 50ml:

Keep your gloves smelling fresh and odour free.

Due to its unique antibacterial formula, glovefresh is
guaranteed to remove all odours caused by bacteria
growing in your goalkeeper gloves.

Formulated specifically for today’s goalkeeper gloves,
glovefresh works directly on the odour producing
bacteria, eliminating them and the unpleasant smell.

You can’t control how much you sweat, but you can
fight the smell!

PRODUCT DETAILS

grip 'n' fresh
Bottle size: 1 x 120ml, 1 x 50ml SKU: 900224

A great combo pack featuring two of our top sellers:
1 x 120ml gloveglu MEGAgrip and 1 x 50ml glovefresh.
Enhance and improve the grip of your goalkeeper gloves with the gloveglu MEGAgrip formula.
Stop the build-up of odour by regularly spraying glovefresh inside your gloves.

gloveglu MEGAgrip 120ml:

25% stronger than the original for maximum grip
revival.
Revive your old gloves. Improve your new.
Developed with the needs of goalkeepers in mind,
gloveglu MEGAgrip enhances the grip of any
goalkeeping glove with its unique formula.
Can be applied before or during the game and is
equally effective in wet or dry conditions.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

grip 'n' wash
Bottle size: 1 x 120ml, 1 x 50ml SKU: 900225

DESCRIPTION:
A great combo pack featuring two of our top sellers:
1 x 120ml gloveglu MEGAgrip and 1 x 50ml glove Wash & Prepare
Enhance and improve the grip of your goalkeeper gloves with the gloveglu
MEGAgrip formula.
Keep your gloves clean and ensure they last longer and perform better.

GLOVEGLU MEGAGRIP 120ML BOTTLE:
25% stronger than the original for maximum grip revival.
Revive your old gloves. Improve your new.
Developed with the needs of goalkeepers in mind, gloveglu MEGAgrip
enhances the grip of any goalkeeping glove with its unique formula.
Can be applied before or during the game and is equally effective in wet or
dry conditions.

GLOVE WASH & PREPARE 50ML BOTTLE
Enhance the performance and longevity of your latex.
Removes dirt from the latex area of goalkeeping gloves using the exclusive
DirTech formula which lifts the dirt particles away from the latex, improves
the surface, and prepares the gloves for enhanced play and a longer glove life.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

MEGA 'n' AQUA
Bottle size: 1 x 120ml, 1 x 120ml SKU: 900227

DESCRIPTION:

If you're looking for extra grip in wet or dry conditions then this is the perfect combo for you -
MEGAgrip (120ml) + AQUAgrip (120ml)

MEGAGRIP 
25% stronger than the original for maximum grip revival.
Revive your old gloves. Improve your new.
Developed with the needs of goalkeepers in mind, gloveglu MEGAgrip enhances the grip of any
goalkeeping glove with its unique formula.
Can be applied before or during the game and is equally effective in wet or dry conditions.

AQUAGRIP

gloveglu AQUAgrip has been formulated to enhance the grip of any goalkeeping gloves in dry,
but particularly, in wet weather conditions.

It can be applied before or during the game and is suitable for any type of goalkeeping glove
palm.
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GK core bundle -7 piece pack

PRODUCT DETAILS

SKU: 900813

A great bundle pack featuring some of our most popular gloveglu lines complete with
glove care case to keep all of your glove care accessories together.
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- gloveglu Water Bottle (500ml)
- gloveglu MEGAgrip (120ml)
- Microfibre Sports Towel
- glovefresh (120ml)
- Premium Wash & Prepare (250ml)
- Keeper Case
- The ultimate glove care guide!
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Mini Essentials Gift Set
Contains

1 x 50ml MINI glove wash & prepare
1 x 50ml glove fresh
1 x gloveglu Original
1 x gloveglu AQUAgrip
1 x gloveglu MEGAgrip
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The gloveglu Pro Glove bag is perfect for carrying 2 pairs of gloves and all your
goalkeeping accessories to and from the game or training.
Featuring an open front pocket for easy access and a zipped back pocket it also has a
removable adjustable shoulder strap.
Internally a mesh pocket separated into 3 sections is ideal for carrying your goalkeeper
glove care products and, finally, an internal open pocket allows you to keep your items
separated internally.
Size: 350mm (H) x 240mm (W) x 60mm (D)

FEATURES:
- adjustable / removable shoulder strap
- external open and zipped pockets
- internal 3 compartment mesh pocket and open pocket
- gloveglu tone on tone logo
- wipe clean and water resistant

PRODUCT DETAILS

Pro Glove Bag
SKU: 50102205
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FEATURES:

300 x 225 x 75mm hard case
Black EVA case with wipe clean PU cover
Velvet lined
2 mesh pockets for storage of glove care accessories, wallet, keys etc
rubber gloveglu "g" zip pull for full zip opening
black webbing handle with rubber grip for strength and comfort

PRODUCT DETAILS

Keeper Case
SKU: 500110

Protective case for gloves and accessories.
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SportsTrad Limited, Radio House, Bampton Business Centre South,
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